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▪ This report is based on results from a comprehensive survey questionnaire completed by 312 managed1 and unmanaged2 US small businesses 

(SBs)3 during 4Q 2018. The questionnaire covered a number of topics including firmographics,4 PC usage and PC usage plans, mobile devices, 

servers, applications and purchase behavior. 

– Small businesses were surveyed throughout the US in order to achieve wide representation, including quotas for each business size and vertical 

industry category.

– A structured questionnaire was delivered online and, following telephone screening, completed by a key IT decision-maker from each business.

– Quality checks were performed both during and after data collection.

▪ The survey data in this report has been supplemented with additional insights, secondary research, supply-side research and findings from AMI’s 

Global Market Model.

4

Definitions:

▪
1 Managed. Firms with at least one full-time, dedicated IT professional on staff or firms that rely on external IT consultants. 

▪
2 Unmanaged. Informally, firms with either part-time IT staff, or non-technical, full-time employees that manage IT on a part-time basis (in addition to their main 

responsibilities). Also includes firms within which no single person manages IT. 

▪
3 Small business (SBs). A firm with fewer than 100 employees across the entire corporation; excluding small offices of 99+ employees, government/charity organizations and 

home-based businesses. It includes franchises, subsidiaries and it must be located in a commercial setting. Its purchase decisions must be driven by business/location.

▪
4 Firmographics. This term refers to a complete description used to understand the nature/characteristics of a business. Examples of some firmographic variables include 

age of business, ownership (public/ private), employee numbers, vertical industry, branch-office infrastructure, revenue earnings and growth, key suppliers and customers.  

Type of small business (USA only) Sample size Universe

Managed 169 54%

Unmanaged 143 46%

Total 312 100%

Methodology
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Next three business goals (percentage of firms) 

Small businesses (both managed and unmanaged) face a similar set of 

challenges in running their day-to-day operations. However, the managed 

segment is much more reliant on a variety of IT initiatives to better manage 

their business, which is reflected in stronger IT plans and cloud budgets.

Enhancing customer loyalty and reducing operating expenses. SBs in both the 

managed and unmanaged segments rate these as the top business goals, 

however OPEX reduction is a greater priority for unmanaged SBs. As the next 

slide will illustrate, this sentiment is tied closely to their smaller revenue base 

and somewhat lower annual growth.

Transforming employee skill sets. Both, managed and unmanaged SBs 

expressed the need for employees with more new skill sets. As the US economy 

continues to become more digital in nature, this need becomes ubiquitous.

Managed SBs have a strong focus on security. Internal IT staff (in managed SBs) 

are much more sensitive to security threats as professionals and also 

responsible for fixing breaches – hence a much higher focus on securing mobile 

devices which are being used for an increasing number of business workloads.

Managed and Unmanaged SBs both desire more bandwidth. SBs will buy as 

much bandwidth as they can afford – this need is stronger still with more 

workloads moving to the cloud and the multitude of devices used within a typical 

office location.

Cloud is more of a priority for Managed SBs. Internal IT staff bring more 

awareness and deeper knowledge of how to blend cloud into daily business 

operations, guiding more of their firm’s IT spend in that direction, relative to the 

Unmanaged segment.

Managed Unmanaged

Top-three business goals (percentage of firms) 

Top-three strategic IT goals (percentage of firms) 

Planned increase in IT budget 4% 2%

Plan to spend more on cloud 26% 14%

39%

26%

26%

Improve existing customer

experiences and retention

Reduce operating expenses

Expand into new

markets/opportunities

49%

48%

48%

Implementing data security for 

company’s mobile devices

Improving Internet or networking

bandwidth/connection speed

Using hosted data security

solutions

43%

30%

24%

Improving Internet or networking

bandwidth/connection speed

Implementing data security for 

your company’s mobile devices

Subscribing to hosted data back-

up & disaster recovery solutions

24%

22%

19%

Hire employees with new skill sets

Launch new products/services

Train current employees for new

skill sets

20%

19%

15%

Launch new products/services

Train current employees for new

skill sets

Assess and implement the latest

technologies

46%

39%

24%

Improve existing customer

experiences and retention

Reduce operating expenses

Expand into new

markets/opportunities

Figure 1: Business and IT goals, IT and cloud budgets

SB technology and business goals/outcomes
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Highlights for firmographics: employees, sites, mobile workforce, verticals and revenue

Managed Unmanaged

Average employee size 13 employees 6 employees

Percentage of business 

with multiple sites
13% 6%

Percentage of firms 

with mobile workforce

Universe by verticals

Average annual 
revenue USD2.9 million USD0.8 million

Revenue growth over 
past year (2017) 3.5% 2.7%

47% 37%

▪ Managed firms are typically larger than unmanaged firms

− The average managed SB earns around 3.8x more annual 

revenue than an unmanaged SB. 

− The rate of annual revenue growth in 2017–2018 for managed 

SBs is also marginally higher than unmanaged SBs.

− Additionally, Managed SBs tend to have a larger branch-office 

infrastructure and more employees that are mobile. 

Figure 2: Key business characteristics

16%

5%

4%

15%

12%
16%

32%AMTUC Manufacturing

Wholesale Retail

FIRE Prof Business Svcs

Other Services

16%

4%

6%

27%11%

16%

20%

AMTUC: Agriculture, mining, transportation, utilities, construction and communication.

FIRE: Finance, insurance, real estate professional business services (for example, 

accounting, advertising, legal, engineering) and other services (for instance, personal 

service, repair and recreation).

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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While there is strong PC buying activity among both segments, 

Managed SBs tend to buy in a more planned manner, while 

Unmanaged SBs tend to buy in an ad-hoc manner and are also 

fairly price sensitive. 

Managed SBs tend to replace PCs as part of a planned refresh cycle. 

A planned refresh cycle is a key driver for purchasing new PCs, 

particularly among managed firms, given that internal IT is acutely 

aware of the age of PCs and known service issues. While not 

necessarily a formal policy of refreshing at a point in time, Managed 

SBs will begin to consider a refresh once a PC is 3-4 years old. 

This is a key behavioral difference relative to Unmanaged SBs, where 

the majority are likely to buy in ad-hoc fashion.

Price Sensitive Unmanaged SBs. A key distinction between the two 

segments is the degree to which Unmanaged SBs are price sensitive 

– 52% would buy if discounts were available – suggesting a desire to 

hold off purchases until a compelling deal presents itself.

Upgrade old PCs vs. buy new PCs. A significant percentage of firms in 

both segments indicated that buying new PCs is cheaper than 

upgrading older ones. 

New technology. Around 45–50% of SBs in both segments replace 

PCs because they want to take advantage of new hardware features. 

Enhancing productivity through newer features/apps is a driver for 

PC purchases for around 40–45% of SBs. 

Figure 4: Top-five PC purchase drivers 

Managed Unmanaged

▪ Part of a planned refresh cycle: 63%

▪ Cheaper to buy a new PC than upgrade older 

ones: 58%

▪ To run the latest software or operating 

system: 55%

▪ Take advantage of new hardware features: 

49%

▪ Enhance productivity through newer 

features/apps: 40%

▪ Cheaper to buy a new PC than upgrade older 

ones: 62%

▪ Take advantage of falling prices/discounts: 

52%

▪ Enhance productivity through newer 

features/apps: 45%

▪ Take advantage of new hardware features: 

45%

▪ Part of a planned refresh cycle: 40%

Managed Unmanaged

Number of firms (2018) 2.6 million 4.0 million

Percentage of purchased PCs in last 12 months 69% 61%

Percentage planning to buy PCs in next 12 months 48% 40%

Average number of units planned per business 4.6 2.0

PC1 shipment in 2018

25.09 million units 

(Source: AMI Global Model)

59% 41%

(estimated proportions)

1Includes Desktops, notebooks, two-in-ones, tablets 

Figure 3: PC purchase characteristics

Key drivers of the demand for PCs by segment

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Similar device ownership profiles across both managed and Unmanaged SBs. 

Few firms allow a lot of latitude on BYOD; most have a preferred list of brands.

The use of various form factors is fairly similar in both segments. Penetration of 

desktops and notebooks is approaching saturation in both the managed and 

unmanaged segments. 

A moderate percentage of SBs in both segments plan to purchase desktop and 

notebook PCs in the next 12 months. 

Use of AIOs and 2-in-1 laptops is low across both segments. The outlook for 

future purchases of these devices is weaker relative to other form factors as they 

tend to be bought for specific types of users or usage scenarios – typically saving 

space, projecting a certain type of office ambience, or supporting highly mobile 

staff that need to alternate between tablets and notebooks. 

Managed and unmanaged SBs both tightly control the PC purchase process. A 

significant percentage (60–65%) of SBs in both segments follow a set policy of 

maintaining a preferred list of brands and giving these devices directly to 

employees.

Flexible purchasing policies do exist, but only for a minority of SBs. Only 9% of 

managed SBs allow employees to choose their preferred brand and then seek 

reimbursement from the company, or allow employees to use a mobile of their 

choice for which they can be reimbursed for in terms of data/wireless service 

plans. This figure is slightly higher (15%) for unmanaged SBs.

Currently Use Plan to Buy

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

96% 94% 29% 26%

18% 12% 5% 4%

79% 82% 13% 12%

36% 36% 8% 7%

22% 8% 7% 1%

Notebooks/2-in-1 laptops 

Managed Unmanaged 

Company maintains a preferred list of brands and 

gives mobile devices directly to employees
63% 61%

Employees can buy a brand of their choice, 

and the company will reimburse the employee
6% 8%

Employees can use privately-owned mobile devices 

& the company reimburses the costs of the wireless service
3% 7%

Company does not reimburse employees for privately-owned 

mobiles, nor does it pay for data plans
28% 24%

Desktop PCs

All-in-ones

Notebooks

2-in-1 laptops

Workstations

Figure 5: Current penetrations and planed purchase propensity of different form 

factors

Figure 6: BYOD policies 

Form factor and BYOD preferences

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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▪ PC performance-related features are the top criteria 

both SB segments pay attention to. The presence of IT 

professionals does not change that dynamic in a well 

understood product category.

▪ However, Managed SBs are perhaps in a stronger 

position to understand and appreciate the nuances of 

microprocessor performance, which is why processor 

speed ranks second-highest in that segment. 

▪ While Unmanaged SBs may not typically look beyond 

surface-level clock speed and model numbers, IT 

professionals may consider the totality of performance 

and speed enabled by the overall spec and PC design.

PC feature preferences by segment

Top-five features within each segment

Figure 7: Preferred PC features

Unmanaged

Large memory size (RAM)

Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)

Screen size

70%

66%

62%

Type of processor 

Faster processor speed

58%

57%

Large memory size (RAM)

Managed

Faster processor speed

Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)

68%

63%

59%

Screen size

Type of processor 

53%

45%

Large memory size (RAM)
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Security services and software are the most-preferred services/support 

component by managed SBs. The highest-rated bundled solutions are 

productivity suites and antivirus/firewall, which emphasizes the importance of 

security to the SB segment.  

Almost one-third of managed SBs bought security service and software with their 

most-recently purchased PCs as an additional service and support component. 

These solutions are valued by managed SBs for their convenience because they 

are part of a bundled component, which makes the purchase ‘complete’.

Productivity suites and anti-virus/firewall are the top-two bundled solutions 

preferred by both managed and unmanaged SB segments.

Online data storage is also increasingly important to both managed and 

unmanaged SBs: around 20–22% of SBs in both segments state that they need 

online data storage as part of a bundled solution, along with PCs. 

3-year warranty services are also among the top-three service/support 

components preferred by both by both segments. 

Highest-rated service/support components and preferred PC attachments

Managed Unmanaged

Productivity Suite 

(hosted or on-premises)

Anti-Virus/firewall

Online data storage

Hosted security

Business applications

Managed Unmanaged

31% 11%

30% 19%

11% 4%

Security services and 

software

3-year warranty

Data recovery services

77%

46%

22%

20%

19%

55%

38%

20%

15%

14%

Figure 8: Top-three preferences for services/support

Figure 9: Top-five preferences for bundled solutions

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Applications usage on PCs by segment

Managed Unmanaged

Top-three most-used applications all segments

➢ Productivity suites

➢ Company email

➢ Accounting/financials

Next three most-used applications (by segments)

43%

40%

34%

Invoice
Management

POS payments/
transaction
completion

Payroll

41%

39%

26%

Social media &
Private Social
Networking

POS payments/
transaction
completion

Online storage
& Collaborative

doc. sharing

▪ The main applications used by both managed and unmanaged SBs are 

company email, productivity suites, as well as accounting/financials.

▪ Managed SBs are also highly focused on using applications that support 

business operations such as invoice management and payroll – not surprising 

given their larger size in general.

▪ Unmanaged SBs focus on social networking as indicated by over 40% - social 

networking has emerged as key sales driver for small businesses that are 

lacking in formal marketing departments and expertise. 

▪ Both segments heavily use POS payments/transaction completion, indicative 

of the strong presence the retail vertical among small businesses.

Figure 10: Major applications used across segments
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PC purchase behavior and brand considerations

PC reliability63%

Price60%

Past experience with 

brand
53%

Brand reputation47%

Compatibility with 

existing systems
45%

Price77%

Past experience with 

brand
64%

PC reliability62%

Brand reputation50%

Device performance46%

Both segments value a similar set of factors when buying PCs, but the 

Unmanaged segment is far more price sensitive and desirous of safety in 

brand familiarity. 

Unmanaged SBs are more price driven and seek safety in familiarity with brands 

they have used in the past. Price is by far the most important purchase factor for 

this segment given their smaller revenues and lower revenue growth.

Managed SBs take a more balanced approach, rating price and PC reliability 

about equally, and are relatively more comfortable with brands they may not have 

used before.

PC reliability and brand reputation are about equally important to both segments

Managed Unmanaged

Figure 11: Factors influencing PC selection
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The three principal routes for most SBs’ PC purchases are local channel partners, direct from manufacturer and national retai l chain stores. 

Local channel partners are vital for SBs. Most SBs have minimal IT expertise and are therefore highly dependent on local IT channel partners for recommendations about 

the type of PCs most suitable for them. These channel partners provide them with informal training about how to operate, as well as installation and configuration services. 

They are also available during any emergency for support. The retail sector provides an effective user experience to SBs in terms of ‘touch’ and ‘feel’ before actual purchase. 

Expert recommendation is a highly valued source of information, and managed SBs rely on these recommendations when making decisions about which IT brand to select. 

Personal recommendations are less important. However, personal recommendations are the most-valued source of information in the unmanaged SB segment, where 

more-unregulated and informal recommendations are preferred. Managed SB firms also rely on search engines and white papers for recommendations.     

Business decision-makers play a vital role in terms of both outlining purchase requirements and making final decisions. Office managers and non-IT senior management 

follow in second position. IT personnel may not be the ultimate decision makers in a SB setting, but do provide strong insight and guidance during the buying journey.

Key channels for PC purchase

Managed Unmanaged

Local channel 

partners

Directly from 

manufacturer

National retail chain 

stores

Online sellers/direct 

marketers

Telecommunications 

companies

55%

41%

34%

20%

13%

47%

39%

46%

23%

6%

Managed Unmanaged

Expert recommendations 51%
Personal 

recommendations
35%

Personal 

recommendations
27% Search engines 33%

Search engines 24% Expert recommendations 22%

White papers, case 

studies or customer 

testimonials

15%
Company/brand online 

content
14%

Company/brand online 

content
13% Online product demos 13%

Managed Unmanaged

Business owner/ 

Partner/CEO

Office manager

Sr. BDMs

72%

28%

23%

78%

32%

21%

79%

31%

28%

79%

32%

26%

Outlines purchase  requirements

Evaluates bids & decides final brand selection

Figure 12: Channels Figure 14: Top-three key decision makersFigure 13: Top-five sources used when making IT brand 

selection decisions

PC purchase journey
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Discounts for renewing IT services contract is rated highly among Managed SBs. 

Almost half of managed SBs want a 10–20% discount for renewing an IT services 

contract as a reward for their loyalty to IT vendors. They do understand how much 

they spend on technology (hence they are managing their IT), and managing cost 

of IT is a key concern for such firms.

Managed SBs value free and comprehensive annual IT check-ups and advisory 

sessions. Almost one-third of the managed SBs that we surveyed prefer to have 

these types of vendor programs, compared to only 16% among Unmanaged SBs. 

As Managed SBs deploy more and newer technologies, the need to understand 

and stay ahead of change becomes critical for them.

Unmanaged SBs prefer recycling and buy-back programs. Recycling and buy-back 

programs are preferred more by unmanaged SBs than managed SBs, potentially 

as way to partially recoup the cost of buying newer PCs; around a quarter of 

Unmanaged SBs liked this program.

Vendor programs are valued by small businesses

Top-five vendor programs preferred by SBs

Managed Unmanaged

10–20% discount for renewing 

IT services contract after one 

year

46%

Recycling and buy-back 

programs for old IT 

equipment

25%

Free comprehensive, annual IT 

check-up and advisory sessions
32%

10-20% discount for 

renewing IT services contract 

after one year

21%

Loyalty rewards/points tied to 

ongoing IT purchases; 

redeemable for future IT 

purchases

21%

Free comprehensive, annual 

IT check-up and advisory 

sessions

16%

Assigned dedicated account 

reps from your IT vendor
19%

Loyalty rewards/points tied to 

ongoing IT purchases; 

redeemable for future IT 

purchases

16%

Recycling and buy-back 

programs for old IT equipment
19%

Assigned dedicated account 

reps from your IT vendor
12%

Figure 15: Vendor programs
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Managed Vs. Unmanaged SBs summary highlights

16

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

Business conditions

• Average of 13 employees

• $2.9M in annual revenues

• Growing at 3.5% annually

• Average of 6 employees

• $0.8M in annual revenues

• Growing at 2.7% annually

IT mindset and environment

• Very security aware

• Moving quickly to cloud

• Will invest to increase Internet and networking bandwidth

• Will increase IT budgets by 4%

• Moderate migration to cloud

• Will invest to increase Internet and networking bandwidth

• Will increase IT budgets moderately - by 2%

PC purchase drivers and 

behaviors

• Planned PC refresh-driven

• Broader emphasis on overall microprocessor performance 

when buying

• High bundling of security solutions and warranties at 

purchase

• Formal purchase process with TCO analysis

• Ad-hoc PC purchases

• “Narrower” emphasis on microprocessor speed

• Highly price sensitive

• Prefer safety of brands previously used

Primary Purchase channels
• Local channel partners

• OEM direct

• Local channel partners

• Retail stores

Influencers
• Expert recommendations (peer networks, outside experts)

• Personal (colleagues, friends) recommendations

• Personal (colleagues, friends) recommendations

• Search engines

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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The ‘Upsell Target Segment’ 

Defining the ‘Upsell 
Target Segment’ ▪ AMI has defined a ‘Upsell Target 

Segment’ for Intel within the SB business 

universe based on their meeting one or 

more of the following criteria:

▪ Propensity to purchase premium 

PC priced at $800 or higher

▪ PC refresh cycle of 3 years or less

▪ Presence of creative/ design/ 

graphics/ video staff who need to 

use high performance PCs

▪ When buying PCs, a higher 

preference for criteria such as 

microprocessor speed, better 

device performance, or PCs suited 

for running specific applications

▪ Breaking out the Upsell Target Segment into 

Managed/Unmanaged yields 4 segments, as below:

2 Upsell Target 

segments

2 other, Non-Upsell 

segments

▪ Upsell Target Segment profiles follow

Total 6.6M US SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

13% 13% 26% 48%

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged
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Upsell opportunity is stronger within managed SBs, and much more so within the Upsell-Managed 

segment

18

13%

29%
13%

15%26%

29%

48%

27%

Number of SBs

(Millions)

PC Spending

(Billions)

6.6M*

Upsell - Managed

Upsell - Unmanaged

Others - Managed

Others - Unmanaged

$15.6B* 

The Upsell Target segments account for 38% of the total 

market, most of which is within Managed SBs

*Source: AMI’s Global Market Sizing Model

Upsell Target Market - Managed Upsell Target Market - Unmanaged

Business 

conditions

• High revenue growth businesses ~1.5x market 

level.

• Well established – 25 years old on average

• 20% have more than 20 employees

• Business growth focused 

• Moderate revenue growth businesses ~ market 

level

• Young firms ~ 40% less than 10 years old

• 80% have less than 10 employees

• Focused on cost containment

IT mindset and 

environment

• Tech-driven; strong mobile orientation; cloud 

agility; collaboration; biz-mgmt. apps

• Strong plans to increase IT spending ~2x market 

levels

• Moderate interest in technology and cloud; 

spend mostly on essential applications and PCs

• Future IT spending plans are flat

PC environment

• Highly mobile; premium notebooks; 3-4 year 

refresh

• PC buying driven by new apps, business 

growth/new employees, need for latest features

• Value rugged, durable laptops, processor speed 

and extended battery life

• Bundle several items with PC when buying, 

including advisory services

• Very strong 2in1 and AIO usage; higher 

performance PC purchases driven by need to 

support nature of business – creative/technical 

business services

• ~ 4-5 year refresh

• Mostly focused on processor speed and slimline 

form factors; bundling limited to Office 365 type 

productivity tools and some security mostly

Key verticals
• Accounting/tax services, legal, finance, 

healthcare

• Architecture, engineering design, repair and 

maintenance services, healthcare, real estate, 

insurance and retail

Purchase 

decision 

making

• Owner + office mgr. + IT staff

• Multiple bids and TCO-driven buying process

• Seek advice from external professional when 

buying

• Owner and end-users

• TCO-driven, price sensitive

• Insular buying process

Primary 

Purchase 

channels

• OEM direct

• Local CP w/ vertical abilities

• Local CP w/ vertical ability

• Large CP w/online sales

• Retail stores

Size and PC 

Spend

• Comprise 13% of SBs, but drive 29% of PC 

spending

• Comprise 13% of SBs, but drive 15% of PC 

spending

US SB Market Opportunity Lens

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Upsell (Managed) summary

19

Upsell (Managed) firms are well established, high-growth 

businesses that are very tech-driven - strong cloud, 

collaboration, mobility and business mgmt. apps usage. 

▪ Buy performance PCs to support new applications, business 

growth/new employees, need for latest features

▪ Value rugged, durable laptops, processor speed and 

extended battery life

▪ Process-oriented purchase: multiple bids, TCO analysis

▪ Purchase from: OEM direct and large CPs w/vertical 

expertise

▪ Refresh within 3-4 years; 85% buy PCs each year

Superior collaboration experiences

Remote monitoring and device manageability to appeal to internal IT 

Capabilities that speed up and optimize analytics & data heavy apps

Mobile device security

1

2

3

4

Will likely respond to

• Quick refresh (45% within 3 yrs., 74% within 4)

• Average PC spend/firm/year: $3,200+

• Refresh drivers: Run latest OS (73%), Planed 

refresh cycle (69%), Enhance productivity with 

new features (44%)

• OEM direct: 53%, CPs w/vertical expertise: 46%

Refresh profile

• Larger SBs (20% over 20 emp.)

• Leading verticals: Accounting/tax services, legal, 

finance, healthcare

• Final decision Makers: Owner (80%) office mgr. 

(33%), IT staff (18%)

Firmographics

• Share of US firms: 13%

• Share of annual PC spending: 29%

Value

Battery life, durability, can withstand rugged environments5

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Upsell (Managed) firmographic profile

20

7%
3% 2%

18%
22%

27%

21%

Agri, Mining, Transport,

Utilities, Construction

Manufacturing Wholesale Retail Finance, Insurance,

Real Estate

Prof Business Svcs Other Services

Device Penetration

51%

29%

20%
<10

10-19

20-99

16%

55%

29%<$500 K

$500K to $2.5M

$2.5M +

10%

% of workforce that travels 3-4 days in a month

Avg. 16

Avg. $0.8M
99%

8%

86%

45%
32%

Desktop All-in-Ones Notebooks 2-in-1

Laptops

Workstations

Mobile workforce

Company size (employees) Vertical industries

Revenues & revenue growth

YoY
+4%

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Upsell (Unmanaged) summary

21

Upsell (Unmanaged) firms are younger, mostly micro-businesses 

(under 10 employees), with moderate revenue growth. Their key 

reason for purchasing high performance PCs is to have a good 

quality tool for the job at hand. 

▪ Buy performance PCs to support graphics/imaging intensive 

tasks

▪ Value slimline form factors – 2in1s and AIOs

▪ Price sensitive buyers and will conduct TCO analysis

▪ Purchase from: Local CP w/ vertical ability, large CP 

w/online sales, and retail stores

▪ Refresh within 4-5 years; 65% buy PCs each year

New technology/capabilities for video, graphics, imaging

Affordability, attractive prices, deals/discounts

Design, looks

1

2

3

Will likely respond to

• Slow refresh (24% within 3 yrs., 55% in 4, 98% in 5)

• Average PC spend/firm/year: $1,900

• Refresh drivers: Take advantage of latest hardware 

(55%), Planed refresh cycle (50%), Provide new 

employees w/PCs (49%)

• OEM direct: Local CPs: 53%, Large CPs w/online 

presence: 48%, Retail stores: 44%

Refresh profile

• Micro SBs (80% with <10 emp.)

• Leading verticals: Architecture, engineering design, 

repair and maintenance services, healthcare, real 

estate, insurance and retail

• Final decision Makers: Owner (76%) 

end-users (24%)

Firmographics

• Share of US firms: 13%

• Share of annual PC spending: 15%

Value

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Upsell (Unmanaged) firmographic profile

22

10%

3% 5%

13%

26%

19%

25%

Agri, Mining, Transport,

Utilities, Construction

Manufacturing Wholesale Retail Finance, Insurance,

Real Estate

Prof Business Svcs Other Services

Device Penetration

80%

10%

10%

<10

10-19

20-99

61%

30%

8%

<$500 K

$500K to $2.5M

$2.5M +

5%

% of workforce that travels 3-4 days in a month

Avg. 6

Avg. $0.8M
98%

24%

92%

59%

12%

Desktop All-in-Ones Notebooks 2-in-1

Laptops

Workstations

Mobile workforce

Company size (employees) Vertical industries

Revenues & revenue growth

YoY
+2%

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Segment engagement touchpoints

23

Information gathering sources Final brand selection sources

• Expert recommendations

• Personal recommendation

• Expert recommendations

• Search engines

• Personal recommendations

• Email newsletters

• Expert   recommendations

• Personal recommendations

• Expert recommendations

• Search engines

Upsell

(Managed)

Upsell

(Unmanaged)
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Contents Methodology

Management summary 

Firmographics

PC usage and plans

Application usage

Mobile device policies and support 

Business challenges, decision-making and attitudes

Upsell target segment: an overview
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Highlights for firmographics: employees, sites, mobile workforce and industry verticals

25

Managed Unmanaged

Average number 

of employees
13 employees 6 employees

Percentage of 

businesses 

with multiple sites

13% 6%

Percentage of 

firms with 

mobile workforce

Universe by verticals

47% 37%

AMTUC: Agriculture, mining, transportation, utilities, construction and communication.

FIRE: Finance, insurance, real estate professional business services (for example, accounting, advertising, legal, engineering) and other services (for instance, personal service, repair and recreation).

N=312 % of SBs

16%

5%

4%

15%

12%
16%

32%AMTUC Manufacturing

Wholesale Retail

FIRE Prof Business Svcs

Other Services

16%

4%

6%

27%11%

16%

20%

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Managed Unmanaged

Average annual 
revenue

USD2.9 million USD0.8 million

Revenue growth 
over past year

3.5% 2.7%

IT Management

Average number of 
full-time, in-house, 
dedicated IT staff*

1.3 -

Highlights of firmographics: revenue and IT management

26

Formally Managed

Partner/External Managed

Informally Managed

Unmanaged

25%

75%

57%

43%

N=312 Percentage of SBs

*N=78 Percentage of SBs with Full-Time Internal Dedicated IT Employees

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Contents Methodology

Management summary 

Firmographics

PC usage and plans

Application usage

Mobile device policies and support 

Business challenges, decision-making and attitudes

Upsell target segment: an overview
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Managed Unmanaged

Percentage of SBs using Avg. # Percentage of SBs using Avg. #

Desktop PCs 5.8 2.5 

All-in-Ones (AIOs) 4.5 1.9 

Notebooks 4.2 2.1 

2-in-one laptops 2.4 1.5 

Workstations 5.0 2.9 

PCs currently used, by form factor

2828

Q2.1. How many of the following types of computers are actively used by your company? 

96%

18%

79%

36%

22%

94%

12%

82%

36%

8%

N=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Desktop usage by job function/department

29

Managed Unmanaged

Senior executive

Dept./divisional mgmt.

Accounting/finance

Sales/customer relations/ Mktg.

HR/administration

Service/support (IT staff)

Technical /engineering staff

Designer/creative staff

Field service employees

69%

44%

37%

30%

18%

15%

10%

5%

5%

66%

27%

31%

30%

12%

13%

5%

7%

6%

N=299 % of SBs Owning PCs Q2.2. Which employees or departments are the most typical users of each of the following form factors at your company?

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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All-in-one (AIO) usage by job function/department

30

Managed Unmanaged

Senior executive

Sales/ Cust. relations/marketing

HR/administration

Accounting/finance

Designer/creative staff

Service/support (IT staff)

Dept./divisional mgmt.

Technical /engineering staff

Field service employees

55%

31%

32%

20%

16%

20%

9%

7%

6%

35%

28%

6%

10%

13%

5%

13%

12%

12%

N=54 % of SBs Owning PCs Q2.2. Which employees or departments are the most typical users of each of the following form factors at your company?

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Notebook usage by job function/department

31

Managed Unmanaged

Dept./divisional mgmt.

Senior Executive

Sales/ Cust. Relations/ Mktg.

Accounting/ Finance

Field service employees

Service/Support (IT staff)

Technical /Engineering staff

HR/Administration

Designer/Creative staff

56%

47%

17%

11%

10%

11%

12%

8%

4%

65%

42%

15%

6%

6%

5%

2%

4%

4%

Q2.2. Which employees or departments are the most typical users of each of the following form factors at your company?N=254 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Managed Unmanaged

Senior Executive

Dept./divisional mgmt.

Sales/ Cust. Relations/ Mktg.

Designer/Creative staff

Technical /Engineering staff

Service/Support (IT staff)

Field service employees

Accounting/ Finance

HR/Administration

2-in-1 laptop usage by job function/department

32

63%

30%

8%

9%

4%

10%

10%

4%

2%

59%

34%

7%

4%

7%

2%

3%

3%

Q2.2. Which employees or departments are the most typical users of each of the following form factors at your company?N=128 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Workstation usage by job function/department

33

Managed Unmanaged

Senior Executive

Technical /Engineering staff

Sales/ Cust. Relations/ Mktg.

Service/Support (IT staff)

Accounting/ Finance

HR/Administration

Field service employees

Dept./divisional mgmt.

Designer/Creative staff

25%

22%

38%

26%

26%

25%

10%

16%

11%

45%

47%

8%

16%

12%

20%

4%

Q2.2. Which employees or departments are the most typical users of each of the following form factors at your company?N=69 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Top brands currently used [1/2]

34

Managed Unmanaged

D
e

s
k
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s
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o
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k
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54%

29%

10%

7%

6%

Dell

HP

Apple

Acer

White box

49%

31%

11%

10%

7%

HP

Dell

Acer

Apple

Lenovo

N=299

46%

23%

20%

12%

4%

Apple

HP

Lenovo

Dell

Acer

42%

34%

21%

13%

5%

HP

Dell

Acer

Lenovo

Apple

N=54

32%

28%

21%

12%

7%

HP

Dell

Apple

Lenovo

Toshiba

31%

27%

15%

13%

12%

HP

Dell

Apple

Acer

Lenovo

N=254

Q2.3. Please select the brands of computers currently in use at your company
% of SBs Owning PCs

The figures shown reflect the percentage of firms using these brands (not installed base).

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Q2.3. Please select the brands of computers currently in use at your company% of SBs Owning PCs

Managed Unmanaged

Tw
o

-i
n

-O
n

e
s

W
o

rk
s
ta

ti
o

n
s

40%

23%

20%

10%

8%

Dell

Microsoft

HP

Samsung

Acer

42%

33%

28%

2%

1%

Dell

HP

Microsoft

Sony

Panasonic

N=128

48%

17%

13%

9%

5%

Dell

HP

Lenovo

Toshiba

Microsoft

38%

20%

15%

13%

7%

Dell

Acer

HP

Microsoft

Asus

N=69

Top brands currently used [2/2]

The figures shown reflect the percentage of firms using these brands (not installed base).

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Managed Unmanaged

Devices Purchased Avg. # Devices Purchased Avg. #

Desktop PCs 3.5 1.8 

All-in-Ones (AIOs) 2.9 1.3 

Notebooks 3.9 2.1 

2-in-1 laptops 3.3 1.4 

Workstations 3.3 1.6 

Devices purchased in last 12–24 months and average spend

36

Q2.4. How many of the following types of computers were purchased by your firm in last 12 months?

Q2.5. Approximately, how much did your company spend in total on purchasing the following types of computers in the last 12 months?

N=312

49%

7%

17%

7%

6%

42%

4%

19%

6%

3%

Managed Unmanaged

Desktop PCs USD2,242 USD1,305

All-in-Ones (AIOs) USD2,378 USD1,592

Notebooks USD3,479 USD1,556

2-in-1 laptops USD3,498 USD1,159

Workstations USD3,777 USD2,007

A
v
e

ra
g
e

 s
p

e
n

d
D

e
v
ic

e
s
 P

u
rc

h
a

s
e

d

N = 157

*N = 25

N = 81

N = 33

*N = 24

* Note: Caution low sample size—data should be taken as directional and not definitive.  % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Comparison of premium and regular notebook usage and average spending on PC service and support

37

Managed Unmanaged

Types of notebooks currently used – premium versus regular

Premium notebooks:

That cost over USD1,000
46% 38%

Regular notebooks:

That cost under USD1,000
54% 62%

Average Spending on PC Service & Support

USD1,754 USD692

Q2.6. Among the notebooks currently used at your company, approximately what proportion are premium notebooks (costing over $1,000) versus regular notebooks (costing less than $1,000)?

Q2.9. What was the amount spent on PC Service & Support last year? 

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

N = 254

N=312

Percentage of SBs using 

notebooks/ laptops

% of SBs Owning PCs
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Types of additional service and support purchased with new PCs

38

Managed Unmanaged

Additional service and support bundled with new PCs

3-year warranty

Security services and software

1-year warranty

Data recovery services

Installation services

Extended warranty (5 years or 

more)

Accidental damage protection

Next-day exchange

Data migration services

4-hour response (9x5,13x5,24x7)1

Next-day onsite

30%

31%

11%

11%

10%

8%

7%

5%

4%

1%

1%

19%

11%

14%

4%

3%

3%

4%

1%

Q2.8. What type of additional service and support did your company buy for your new PCs?

1Note: “9x5” = Service is available 9 hours per day, five days a week

“13x5” = Service is available 13 hours per day, five days a week

“24x7” = Service is available 24 hours per day, Monday through SundayN=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Average PC age and replacement cycle

39

Q2.7. Typically, how long are PCs (e.g., desktops/AIOs, notebooks, two in ones) used at your company before they are replaced? 

Managed Unmanaged

Avg. Age 

(Yrs.)

Avg. Age 

(Yrs.)

Desktop PCs 4.4 4.6 

All-in-Ones (AIOs) 4.5 3.7 

Notebooks 4.0 4.1 

2-in-1 laptops 3.3 3.5 

Workstations 4.5 4.3 

Less than 3 years old

3-5 years old

More than 5 years old

9%

21%

7%

23%

9%

68%

37%

89%

76%

63%

23%

42%

4%

1%

28%

5%

24%

3%

22%

4%

74%

72%

93%

78%

82%

22%

4%

4%

1%

14%

N=299

N=54

N=254

N=128

N=69

Percentage of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Bundled solutions purchased with new PCs

40

Managed Unmanaged

Percentage of firms purchasing any solution 

with new PCs

89% 68%

Solutions bundled with new PCs

Productivity suite (On-premises and/or hosted)

Hosted security

Online data storage

Business applications

Online biz. advisory services

Hosted data back-up/recovery

Photo/video editor

Remotely managed IT services

Mobile device management

Online document collaboration

69%

35%

18%

23%

10%

6%

5%

4%

5%

3%

56%

32%

17%

12%

3%

4%

3%

2%

0.4%

2%

Q2.10. Which of the following software, security, and infrastructure solutions did your company bundle in with new PC purchases?N=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Managed Unmanaged

Plan to Purchase in Next 

12 Months
Avg. #

Plan to Purchase in Next 

12 Months
Avg. #

Desktop PCs 3.5 1.5 

All-in-Ones (AIOs) 3.1 1.6 

Notebooks 4.6 1.6 

Two in Ones 2.0 1.4 

Workstations 3.1 3.5 

PC purchase plans

41

Q2.11. How many computers does your company plan to buy in the next 12 months?

29%

5%

13%

8%

7%

26%

4%

12%

7%

1%

N=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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PCs brands considered among top-three for future purchases

42

Managed Unmanaged
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65%

63%

31%

HP

Dell

Acer

66%

41%

23%

HP

Dell

Lenovo

N=104

Q2.13. . Please select the top 3 PC brands that your firm is likely to purchase in the next 12 months?

45%

34%

34%

Apple

Dell

HP

35%

32%

17%

Lenovo

Dell

HP

*N=27

44%

26%

25%

HP

White box

Dell

53%

45%

25%

HP

Dell

Toshiba

N=56

46%

22%

20%

Dell

Lenovo

Asus

42%

37%

21%

Dell

HP

VAIO

*N=29

51%

36%

25%

Dell

HP

Lenovo

66%

34%

34%

Lenovo

Acer

Asus

*N=24

* Note: Caution low sample size—data 

should be taken as directional and not 

definitive.  

% of SBs Planning to Purchase PCs

(Percentages shown reflect percentage of firms using, NOT installed base)

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Managed Unmanaged

Price

PC reliability

Past experience with brand

Brand reputation

Device performance

Compatibility with existing systems

Quality of service and support

Key factors driving PC brand selection

43

60%

63%

53%

47%

36%

45%

38%

77%

62%

64%

50%

46%

35%

27%

Q2.14. Which of the following criteria were most important when selecting a PC brand?N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Brands that best meet PC brand selection criteria

44

Managed Unmanaged

47%

33%

24%

15%

10%

9%

9%

9%

8%

5%

Dell

HP

Apple

Lenovo

Asus

Toshiba

Samsung

Microsoft

Acer

LG

56%

36%

25%

23%

20%

16%

12%

11%

8%

5%

HP

Dell

Apple

Lenovo

Acer

Microsoft

Toshiba

Samsung

Asus

Sony

Q2.15. Which of the following computer brands best meet your top brand selection criteria?

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

N=312 % of SBs

(Percentages shown reflect percentage of firms using, NOT installed base)
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Planned PC purchase driver

45

Managed Unmanaged

Cheaper to buy a new PC than upgrade older ones

Part of a planned refresh cycle

Take advantage of new hardware features

To run the latest software or operating system

Enhance productivity through newer features/apps

Take advantage of falling prices/discounts

To meet employee/end-user demand

Replace broken PCs

Provide new employees with PCs

Run a specific application or software

Keep up with competitors

Provide notebooks for mobile employees

To increase mobile usage by selecting ultra light PCs

Replace lost/stolen PCs

Switching to different OS

Q2.12. Why does your company plan to buy new computers in next 12 months?

58%

63%

49%

55%

40%

28%

36%

40%

29%

30%

21%

25%

7%

4%

3%

62%

40%

45%

39%

45%

52%

39%

36%

32%

29%

22%

19%

28%

5%

3%
N=173

% of SBs Planning to Purchase PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Features influencing future PC selection

46

N=312

Managed Unmanaged

Large size of memory (RAM)

Large capacity of hard drive size (GB)

Faster processor speed

Screen size

Type of processor (e.g., Intel, AMD)

Multiple USB ports

Extended battery life

Availability of memory expansion slots

Heavy duty/durable

SSD (solid-state drive) for storage

Touch screen

HDMI port

Optical Drive

Ultra-thin design

Lightweight (less than 1 lb.)

External Speakers

Webcam

Looks/design

Attachable keyboard / docking station

Photo/video editor

AR glasses

Pen/ stylus for writing

VR headset

Q2.16. Please rank the TOP FIVE most important PC features to your company when evaluating various PCs?

68%

59%

63%

53%

45%

34%

19%

23%

20%

13%

14%

10%

14%

11%

14%

11%

4%

5%

9%

7%

1%

1%

1%

70%

66%

57%

62%

58%

28%

20%

14%

15%

12%

10%

13%

8%

10%

7%

7%

10%

9%

6%

7%

4%

4%

3%

% of SBs Planning to Purchase PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Top solutions expected to be bundled with future PC purchase

47

Managed Unmanaged

Productivity Suite and/or Hosted Productivity 

Suite

Anti-Virus/Firewall

Online Data Storage

Hosted Security

Business Applications

E-Mail Package

Photo/Video Editor

Online Biz. Advisory Services

Online Document Collaboration

Mobile Device Mgmt. (MDM)

Hosted Data back-up/Recovery

Remotely Managed IT Services

Q2.17. Which of the following software, security, and infrastructure solutions would your company be most interested in bundling with future PC purchases? 

77%

46%

22%

20%

19%

18%

4%

4%

5%

5%

5%

5%

55%

38%

20%

15%

14%

13%

8%

5%

4%

3%

2%

0.4%

N=312 % of SBs Planning to Purchase PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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PC purchase channels

48

Managed Unmanaged

Local channel partners

National retail chain stores

Directly from manufacturer

Online Sellers/Direct marketers

Telecommunications companies

Web site and cloud hosting companies

System integrators

Cable companies

Q2.18. From where does your company typically purchase computers, i.e., desktops, notebooks?

55%

34%

41%

20%

13%

7%

9%

4%

47%

46%

39%

23%

6%

5%

4%

2%

N=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

(Percentages shown reflect percentage of firms using, NOT market share)
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Sources of purchasing channels for PCs: online or in-person/phone

49

Managed Unmanaged

Local channel partners

Online Sellers/ Direct 

marketers

Cable companies

Directly from 

manufacturer

Q2.18. From where does your company typically purchase computers, i.e., desktops, notebooks?

7% 9%

42% 34%

6%
4%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

Managed Unmanaged

National retail chain stores

Telecommunications 

companies

System integrators

Web site & cloud hosting 

companies

E-Commerce/Web Site ONLY In-person visit or over the phone ONLY Both

9% 8%

23% 30%
2%

7%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

20%
28%

12%
5%

9% 6%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

12% 19%
5%

1%
2% 3%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

3% 2%5% 3%
1%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

3% 4%
7% 2%

3%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

4% 0.3%
1%

3%

2% 1%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

1% 1%1% 1%
2%

Managed SBs Unmanaged SBs

N=312 % of SBs Owning PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

(Percentages shown reflect percentage of firms using, NOT market share)
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Applications currently used

51

Q7.1. Which of the following applications does your firm currently use or plan to use in the next 12 months? 

Managed Unmanaged
Type of Applications

Financial-Related Applications

Accounting/financials

Credit card payment acceptance (POS)

Invoice Management

Payroll

Timesheet

Travel & Expense Management

Business Management-Related Applications

Productivity suites

Online storage & Collab. doc. Sharing

CRM

Customer Service/Support

Business and Data analytics

HRM

Project management

Marketing - automation, digital, SEO

IT and network management

ERP

Field service/delivery apps.

Communications-Related Applications

Company E-mail

Social media & Private Social NW

Web conferencing

Video conferencing

Industry Specific Applications

Graphic/Designs

Engineering

87%

40%

43%

34%

20%

12%

89%

29%

17%

14%

9%

9%

7%

8%

6%

7%

4%

94%

29%

17%

9%

13%

3%

83%

39%

26%

23%

11%

3%

88%

26%

7%

7%

6%

4%

5%

4%

4%

2%

4%

94%

41%

11%

5%

13%

4%N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Applications planned for future use
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Q7.1. Which of the following applications does your firm currently use or plan to use in the next 12 months? 

Managed Unmanaged
Type of Applications

Financial-Related Applications

Invoice Management

Travel & Expense Management

Payroll

Timesheet

Credit card payment acceptance (POS)

Accounting/financials

Business Management-Related Applications

Project management

Customer Service/Support

Business and Data analytics

ERP

Marketing - automation, digital, SEO

HRM

CRM

IT and network management

Field service/delivery apps.

Online storage & Collaborative doc. sharing

Productivity suites

Communications-Related Applications

Video conferencing

Web conferencing

Social media & Private Social NW

Company E-mail

Industry Specific Applications

Engineering

Graphics/Design

20%

19%

17%

16%

13%

18%

14%

15%

15%

15%

17%

17%

15%

15%

13%

0.4%

23%

14%

13%

0.1%

16%

15%

20%

20%

20%

18%

19%

2%

23%

24%

23%

22%

21%

20%

19%

17%

17%

12%

1%

25%

25%

6%

1%

17%

17%N=211 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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PCs used for financial applications, business management applications and communications and 

industry-specific applications

Q7.2. Which applications are currently used on the <<PCs>> at your company? 

53

Managed Unmanaged

Financial Applications

82% 77%

30% 29%

39% 22%

33% 22%

17% 9%

9% 3%

Accounting/ 

financials

Credit card 

payment 

acceptance (POS)

Invoice 

Management

Payroll

Timesheet

Travel & Expense 

Management

Managed Unmanaged

Business Management Applications

86% 78%

28% 21%

14% 6%

8% 6%

10% 4%

8% 4%

8% 4%

6% 5%

4% 2%

4% 2%

3% 3%

Productivity suites

Online storage & 

Collaborative doc. sharing

CRM

Business and Data 

analytics

Customer Service/ 

Support

HRM

Marketing - automation, 

digital, SEO

Project management

Field service/ delivery 

apps.

ERP

IT and network 

management

Managed Unmanaged

Communications Applications

85% 86%

26% 37%

16% 9%

8% 5%

Company E-mail

Social media & 

Private Social NW

Web conferencing

Video conferencing

Industry-specific Applications

12% 11%

2% 2%

Graphics/Design

Engineering

N=312 % of SBs Using PCs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Policies regarding purchasing/usage of notebooks/2-in-1 laptops

Q8.1. Which statement below best describes your company’s policies regarding the purchase/usage of mobile devices? 

55

Managed Unmanaged

63% 61%

6% 8%

3% 7%

28% 24%

Company maintains a preferred list of 

brands and gives mobile devices 

directly to employees

Employees can buy the brand of their 

choice which the company will 

reimburse

Employees can use privately-owned 

mobile devices & company 

reimburses for wireless service

The company does not reimburse 

employees for cost of privately-owned 

mobile devices, or pay for service/ 

data plans

N=275 % of SBs Using Notebooks/2-in-1s

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Service/support for mobile devices

Q8.2. How does your company typically handle service/support for mobile devices that are used by employees? 

56

Managed Unmanaged

Employees responsible 

for service/support via 

their mobile device

Company’s internal IT 

department handles 

service and support

Company outsources 

support to local 

computer dealers/ 

resellers 

45%

40%

27%

54%

26%

25%

N=305 % of SBs Using Mobile Devices

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Usage of mobile device management (MDM) software

57

Managed Unmanaged

Yes, currently use 

MDM software

No, but plan to use

in the next 12 months

6% 5%

18%
13%

Q8.3. Does your firm currently use or plan to use mobile device management (MDM) software to monitor, manage, and secure devices? 

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

N=305 % of SBs Using Mobile Devices
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Top business challenges

Q9.1. What are the top business challenges your company has faced recently?

59

Managed Unmanaged

Understanding how new tech. 

are relevant to business

Finding and retaining talented 

employees

Decreased revenues

Increasing customer 

satisfaction/loyalty

Differentiating ourselves from 

our competitors

Complying with industry and 

legal regulations/ requirements

Slower payments from clients

Implementing the latest 

technology

21%

26%

10%

16%

14%

18%

24%

17%

27%

22%

25%

20%

21%

17%

13%

14%

All spending figures are expressed in USD.

N=312 % of SBs
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Key business goals

Q9.2. Please rank the following business goals (in terms of importance) that your company is planning to take in the next 12 months? 

60

Managed Unmanaged

Improve existing customer experiences and 

retention

Reduce operating expenses 

Expand into new markets/opportunities 

Launch new products/services

Train current employees for new skill sets

Reduce payroll costs

Assess and implement the latest 

technologies

Hire employees with new skill sets

Leverage technology to reduce costs/ 

improve employee productivity

Reduce number of company sites/locations

39%

26%

26%

22%

19%

17%

16%

24%

10%

2%

46%

39%

24%

20%

19%

15%

15%

10%

9%

3%

N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Importance of strategic IT issues

Improving Internet or networking bandwidth

Deploying collaboration solutions

Implementing security for company’s mobile devices

Equipping employees with company-provided mobile devices

Purchasing more hybrid mobile devices

Migrating more business applications to tablets & mobile devices

Migrating more applications to cloud services

Using cloud-based data security solutions

Subscribing to cloud-based data back-up & disaster recovery

Using a third-party service provider to manage IT infrastructure/apps

Using server virtualization

Investing in “Big Data” tools and storage solutions

Using artificial intelligence (AI) to create competitive advantage

Business Applications

Communications

IT Infrastructure & Services

Mobility

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

% of  Firms answering  5, “Very Important” + 4, “Important” Scale of 1 to 5, where 5 = Very Important and 1 = Not at all Important

Q9.3. How important are each of the following IT-related issues to your company’s continued success? Please rate on a scale from 1 to 5 where 

‘1’ is ‘Not at all Important’ and ‘5’ is ‘Very Important’. 

61

Managed Unmanaged

48%

23%

49%

27%

25%

28%

41%

48%

43%

40%

24%

19%

15%

43%

13%

30%

22%

16%

12%

20%

23%

24%

9%

14%

9%

7%

N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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IT budgets: directions and plans

62

Q9.4. Over the next 12 months, how do you anticipate your spending on IT solutions to change? 

Q9.5. Over the next 12 months, how likely is your company to migrate to more IT spending for hosted/cloud solutions as opposed to 

on-premise IT products and services? 

Q9.6. How likely is your company to allocate increased IT budget to the following categories of hosted/cloud IT solutions? 

N=312

Managed Unmanaged

Anticipated Changes in Spending on IT solutions

Average 4.1% 2.3%

Likelihood to Spend more on Cloud Solutions*

26% 14%

Allocation of IT Budget for Cloud (Among Firms Planning to Migrate More IT Spending to Cloud)1

0.4% 7%

59%
67%

21%
18%

20% 8%Increase more
than 10%
Increase up to 10%

Remain the same

Decrease

N=761

87%

56%

79%

56%48%
31%

IaaS

SaaS

RMITS

% of SBs

% of SBs Likely to migrate to more IT spending for hosted/cloud solutions 

*% of Firms answering 5, “Very Likely” + 4, “Likely” Scale of 1 to 5, where 5 = Very Likely and 1 = Not at all Likely 

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Purchase preferences and processes

Q9.7. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements describing your company’s PC/Mobile Device purchase process.

63

Managed Unmanaged

Continue purchasing the PC/ Mobile Device brands 
currently used

73% 68%

PCs/ Mobile Devices, Software & IT solutions purchased 
must align with our business’ strategy / processes

59% 50%

Service providers/dealers must understand our 
business

58% 29%

Price is the most important factor in an IT purchase 31% 41%

Calculate the Total Cost Of Operating/ Deploying (TCOD) 
before investing

45% 30%

Prefer to get advice from a professional, outside party 
when making purchase decisions 

49% 22%

Use a formal process requiring competing bids & 
multiple decision makers

31% 13%

% of Firms answering 5, “Strongly Agree” + 4, “Agree” Scale of 1 to 5, where 5 = Strongly Agree and 1 = Strongly Disagree 

N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Top personnel involved in outlining IT purchase requirements

Q9.8. Who, including yourself, is involved at each of the following stages of your company’s purchase process for PCs and other IT products and services? 

64

72%

79%

23%

28%28%
31%

5%

20%

5%

2%

9%
7%

Managed Unmanaged

%
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f 
F
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m
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c
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n
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s
 “

T
o

p
 2

”

Business Owner

Sr. BDMs

Office Manager

End-User Employees

LOB Managers

IT Personnel

N=312

% of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Top personnel involved in evaluating bids and deciding final brand selection

Q9.8. Who, including yourself, is involved at each of the following stages of your company’s purchase process for PCs and other IT products and services? 

65

78% 79%

21%

26%

32% 32%

8%

17%

4% 4%

7%

5%

Managed Unmanaged

%
 o

f 
F

ir
m

s
 S

e
le

c
ti

n
g
 a

s
 “

T
o

p
 2

”

Business Owner

Sr. BDMs

Office Manager

End-User Employees

LOB Managers

IT Personnel

N=312

% of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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External influencers in IT decision-making

Q9.11. Which of the following external organizations/individuals are key influencers on your company’s brand purchase decisions for PCs and Tablets? 

66

Managed Unmanaged

Manufacturer/PC vendor

Industry analysts/experts

Trade/industry associations

VAR, computer consultant

Local chamber of commerce

MSP/cloud or SaaS provider

38%

29%

27%

27%

2%

5%

55%

39%

28%

7%

7%

3%

N=312 % of SBs

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Key sources used while making IT brand selection decisions

67

Traditional Managed Unmanaged

Personal recommendations from peers, 

professional associates, friends/family
34% 40%

Recommendations by external IT 

consultants/IT service providers
49% 25%

Trade Shows 25% 15%

Product information provided via 

personalized direct mail
15% 18%

Advertisements & articles in IT-related 

publications
14% 17%

Advertisements on television, radio, 

billboards, etc.
13% 17%

Magazines 9% 19%

Trade/industry associations 18% 11%

White papers, case studies or customer 

testimonials by external analysts
12% 10%

Digital Managed Unmanaged

Search Engines 32% 41%

Company/Brand online content 15% 20%

Online Product demonstrations on 

websites
15% 17%

Online content 12% 16%

Email newsletters 8% 15%

Advertisements & articles on IT-related 

websites
6% 11%

Product information provided via 

personalized email
8% 9%

Social media and community forums 4% 7%

Online streaming video sites 5% 4%

N=312 % of SBs Q9.10. Which of the following information sources does your company consult when making IT brand selection decisions? 

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Programs to strengthen business relationship with IT vendors

Q9.12 Which of the following programs would help strengthen your business relationship with an IT vendor?

Managed Unmanaged

10-20% discount for renewing IT services contract after one year

Recycling and buy-back programs for old IT equipment

Free comprehensive, annual IT check-up and advisory sessions

Loyalty rewards/ points tied to ongoing IT purchases; redeemable for future IT purchases

Assigned dedicated account reps from your IT vendor

Free advisory white papers tied to your business and industry

Participate in vendor’s “customer panels” to provide suggestions for better service

Quick feedback forms to actively manage your relationship with IT vendor

Opportunities to do pro-bono work in community with the help of vendor

Free participation in vendor-sponsored networking events in your city

46%

19%

32%

21%

19%

5%

7%

8%

6%

4%

21%

25%

16%

16%

12%

11%

9%

8%

5%

5%

N=312 % of SBs

68

All spending figures are expressed in USD.
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Upsell opportunity: definition

26%

Upsell Target Segment

Upsell

51.7%

48.3%

Managed Unmanaged

Prefer high-end computing devices 

They pay higher than average while buying PCs of different form factors

(desktops, notebooks, workstations, all-in-ones and two-in-ones)

Focus on Speed, performance, latest hardware and using latest software 

apps:

a. For them – major PC purchase drivers are: “enhance productivity

through newer features/apps”, “take advantages of new hardware/

features” and “run a specific application or software”

b. “Device performance” is a key criterion for them when selecting a PC

brand

c. They highly value “Faster processor speed” as an important feature

while evaluating various PCs

A

B
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Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Age of Business 

(Yrs.)
25 18 19 22

Avg. Employee 

Size
16 Emp. 6 Emp. 12 Emp. 6 Emp.

Average 

Annual Revenue
$3.93 M $0.80 M $2.38 M $0.77 M

Revenue Growth 

Over Past Year
4.3% 2.4% 3.1% 2.7%

% of Firms with 

Mobile Workforce

Universe by Verticals

27% 42%

Highlights for firmographics: employees, revenue, mobile workforce, business age and verticals

71

AMTUC: Agriculture, Mining, Transportation, Utilities, Construction and

Communication

FIRE : Finance, Insurance, Real Estate, Professional Business. Services

(e.g. Accounting, Advertising, Legal, Engineering) & Other Services (e.g.

personal service , repair, recreation, etc.)

58%

Managed SBs within the ‘Upsell Target

Segment’ are larger compared to unmanaged

SBs. They also earn significantly higher

revenue per annum – almost 5x times that of

unmanaged SBs.

In terms of vertical analysis, managed SBs

within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ have a

larger proportion of FIRE and Professional

Business Services. These two segments

comprise almost half of their business

universe.

39%

7%3%
2%

18%

22%
27%

21%AMTUC
Manufacturing
Wholesale
Retail
FIRE
Prof Business Svcs
Other Services

21%

6%

5%

14%
7%10%

37%

10%
3%
5%

13%

26%
19%

25%
18%

5%

6%

30%
7%

15%

18%

N=312 % of SBs
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Top 3 business challenges and goals

72

Managed firms within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ are technology-centric, focusing on implementing latest technologies as the means to overcoming business problems. 

They are also face the problem of retaining talented employees; this is one of their core business challenges. The latter is also the most vital business challenge for 

unmanaged SBs in the ‘Target Upsell segment’  

N=312 % of SBs

Business Challenges

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Implementing the latest 

technology
30%

Finding and retaining talented 

employees
40% Slower payments from clients 27%

Understanding how new 

technologies are relevant to 

biz.

29%

Finding and retaining talented 

employees
29% Decreased revenues 20%

Finding and retaining talented 

employees
25% Decreased revenues 26%

Understanding how new 

technologies are relevant to 

biz.

25%
Differentiating ourselves from 

our competitors
19%

Complying with industry and 

legal regulations/ 

requirements

19%
Increasing customer 

satisfaction/loyalty
21%
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Top personnel involved in outlining IT purchase requirements and in evaluating bids & deciding final 

brand selection

73

Evaluating Bids & 

Deciding Final Brand 

Selection

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Business owner

Non-IT Sr. Mgmt.

Office Manager

End-user employee

LOB Managers

IT-Related Personnel

Outlining IT 

Purchase 

Requirements

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Business owner

Non-IT Sr. Mgmt.

Office Manager

End-user employee

LOB Managers

IT-Related Personnel

84%

17%

30%

3%

4%

10%

66%

26%

28%

6%

6%

9%

75%

38%

16%

24%

2%

8%

80%

25%

35%

19%

2%

6%

76%

21%

36%

12%

2%

10%

80%

21%

30%

6%

6%

6%

76%

41%

13%

24%

4%

5%

79%

22%

37%

16%

4%

5%

Similar trends prevail across all segments – the business owner has the greatest role in terms of both outlining IT purchase requirements as well as bid evaluation and final

brand selection. Non-IT senior managers and end-user employees follow next. The IT personnel usually have minimal role in IT decision making. However, they provide

relevant inputs and suggestions during the various steps of the purchase journey

N=312 % of SBs
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External influencers in IT decision making

74

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Manufacturer/PC vendor

Industry analysts/experts

Trade/industry associations

VAR, computer consultant

The manufacturer/ PC vendor remains the major external influencer in IT brand purchase decisions, industry analysts/ experts follow closely next-in-line. This is the trend

for both managed and unmanaged ‘Upsell Target Segment’ SBs

45%

42%

28%

29%

35%

22%

27%

27%

46%

39%

37%

2%

57%

38%

26%

9%

N=312 % of SBs
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Key sources used while making IT brand selection decisions: useful for gathering information and highly 

influences final brand choice

75

Both managed and unmanaged SBs value personal as well as expert recommendations while gathering information during IT brand selection decisions. Digital modes like

search engines and company/ brand online content are also important for SBs within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ during information gathering stage. However, managed

SBs in the ‘target Upsell Segment’ highly value expert recommendations during final brand choice decisions.

Useful for Gathering Information

Traditional

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed
Unmanage

d Managed
Unmanage

d

Personal recommendations 40% 48% 31% 38%

Expert recommendations 36% 25% 55% 25%

Product info. provided via 

personalized direct mail
12% 20% 16% 17%

Digital

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed
Unmanage

d Managed
Unmanage

d

Search Engines 32% 52% 31% 38%

Company/Brand online 

content
16% 22% 14% 20%

Email newsletters 10% 27% 7% 11%

Highly Influences Final Brand Choice

Traditional

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed
Unmanage

d Managed
Unmanage

d

Expert recommendations 55% 28% 49% 20%

Personal recommendations 18% 30% 31% 36%

Trade/industry associations 12% 13% 8% 3%

Digital

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed
Unmanage

d Managed
Unmanage

d

Advertisements & articles 

on IT-related websites
7% 17% 2% 5%

Company/Brand online 

content
13% 15% 14% 13%

Online content 5% 8% 7% 12%

N=312 % of SBs
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PC ownership: current usage

76

Both managed and unmanaged SBs within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ have a higher penetration of most PC form factors at an overall level compared to other users. 

Upsell Target Segment Others 

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Desktop PCs

All-in-Ones (AIOs)

Notebooks

Two in Ones

Workstations

99%

8%

86%

45%

32%

94%

24%

75%

31%

17%

98%

24%

92%

59%

12%

94%

9%

80%

31%

7%

N=312 % of SBs
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PC usage behaviour

77

‘Upsell Target Segment’ users prefer to purchase premium notebooks above $1,000 price; they also incur significantly higher expenditure on PC service and support. This 

indicates their emphasis on smooth functioning of IT systems without any risk of downtime. The main drivers of PC purchase for managed ‘Upsell Target Segment’ SBs is PC 

procurement as part of the refresh cycle and running latest software/ apps. 

N=173 % of SBs planning to purchase PCs in next 12 months

Upsell Target Segment Others 

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

% of Notebook-using firms with Premium Notebooks 

(costing over $1,000)
70% 81% 32% 25%

Avg. amt. spent on  PC service and support last year
$2,465 $578 $1,385 $722

PC Purchase Drivers

69%

73%

52%

43%

44%

58%

38%

63%

55%

37%

50%

37%

47%

55%

40%

37%

40%

66%

42%

47%

Part of a planned refresh cycle

To run the latest software or operating system

Cheaper to buy a new PC than upgrade older ones

Take advantage of new hardware features

Enhance productivity through newer features/apps

N=254
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Current application usage while evaluating various PCs

78

SBs within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ utilizes most applications to a higher extent at an overall level – compared to other users. They are keen on using those applications 

like accounting/ financials, productivity suites, invoicing, payroll, etc. that enable them to successfully fulfil daily business tasks efficiently and with speed.  

N=312 % of SBs

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Financial-Related Applications

Accounting/financials 96% 96% 82% 79%

Invoice Management 56% 36% 37% 23%

Payroll 47% 43% 27% 17%

POS payments/transaction completion 49% 36% 36% 40%

Timesheet 39% 12% 10% 11%

Business Management-Related Applications

Productivity suites 94% 96% 86% 85%

Online storage & Collab. doc. sharing 36% 18% 26% 28%

CRM 21% 13% 16% 6%

Project management 11% 11% 5% 3%

Customer Service/Support 13% 4% 15% 8%

HRM 14% 3% 7% 5%

Communications-Related Applications

Company E-mail 97% 98% 92% 93%

Social media & Private Social NW 36% 45% 25% 40%

Web conferencing 26% 1% 13% 13%

Video conferencing 17% 2% 5% 5%

Industry Specific Applications

Graphics/Design 14% 15% 13% 12%
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Businesses within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ consider PC-performance related factors like faster processor speed and large memory / HDD size as key factors while

evaluating various PC features. Thus device performance is of paramount importance for them. The tech-savvy managed SBs value the importance of processor speed.

Most important PC features while evaluating various PCs

79

N=312 % of SBs

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Faster processor speed 74% Faster processor speed 84% Large size of memory 67%
Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)
69%

Large size of memory 69% Large size of memory 76% Screen size 59% Large size of memory 69%

Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)
65%

Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)
55% Faster processor speed 58% Screen size 65%

Type of processor (e.g., Intel, 

AMD)
56% Screen size 52%

Large capacity of hard drive 

size (GB)
56%

Type of processor (e.g., Intel, 

AMD)
62%

Screen size 42% Multiple USB ports 44%
Type of processor (e.g., Intel, 

AMD)
40% Faster processor speed 50%
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Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Online Sellers/ Direct marketers

Directly from manufacturer

National retail chain stores

System integrators

Local channel partners

Sources of purchasing channels for PCs
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N=312

20%

34%

13%

3%

7%

7%

3%

12%

2%

35%

16%

4%

1%

4%

E-Commerce/ Web Site In-person visit or over the phone Both

Universally across all SB segments, the local channel partners are the most preferred channels for PC purchase. Local channel partners provide significant assistance to 

the small business community in terms of installation, troubleshooting, informal training and various suggestions as and when required. Retail stores are also important 

since they provide a vital ‘touch-and-feel’ experience to SBs during PC purchase.

‘Online sellers/ direct marketers’ and ‘direct from marketers’ are the two most frequently utilized online PC procurement channels 

% of SBs

8%

13%

7%

3%

7%

5%

17%

29%

7%

46%

3%

5%

1%

1%

6%

47%

27%

10%

8%

2%

1%

6%

34%

1%

49%

0.3%

2%

2%

12%

28%

8%

10%

1%

4%

29%

3%

30%

3%

7%

9%

5%
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PC planning propensity

81

The managed small businesses within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ display significantly high future PC purchase likelihood for desktops in particular. In case of two-in-ones,

the unmanaged SBs within the ‘Upsell Target Segment’ show significant PC purchase potential

Upsell Target Segment Others

Managed Unmanaged Managed Unmanaged

Planned PC purchase propensity in the Next 12 months 

% of firms planning to purchase Desktop PCs 50% 25% 18% 27%

% of firms plan to purchase Notebooks/laptops 12% 10% 14% 12%

% of firms plan to purchase Two-in-Ones 13% 23% 6% 3%

% of firms plan to purchase All- in-Ones 6% 3% 5% 5%

% of firms plan to purchase Workstations 10% 1% 6% 1%
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